My best physical feature is... my flaming red hair #teamginger. Also, if you’re not into
foreheads, no worries, because I’m forehead-free. I’m 5’3 #shortking.
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My underrated talent is... adapting to cold climates. A lot of people underestimate my
intelligence, but I have a big brain (1500 cc) and I’m not afraid to use it. My hobbies are
hunting reindeer and making complex stone tools.

I’m looking for someone that will... be there for me and fix me up when I get hurt
#insicknessandinhealth. My ideal partner never skips leg day and will go to the gym with
me for #gainz. I’m open to all hominins.

My favorite food is… reindeer thighs (I’m a big meat guy), especially in the cold winter
months. I’m told I’m a good chef… maybe you’ll let me make it for you sometime – they
call it Ned’s Famous Jerky – baked perfectly. I’m told that with a side of mushrooms, I
would take on the Great Spanish Cook-Off.

Right now, I’m binging... “Naked and Afraid” on Netflix, which is relatable content.
Describe your perfect ﬁrst date. Picture this: it’s Friday night, and after the loveliest
painting class at the local caves (I paint you like one of my French girls, obviously), I
build us the heartiest hearth you’ve ever seen, keeping us both warm. While we’re
snuggling up by the fire, falling in love under the stars, we eat last night’s bison and I
show you the tools I’ve made.

On a typical weekend... you’ll find me cultivating my hearth and your heart, because a

21 years young. Here for a long time and
a good time. I’m not a tool, but I sure do
know how to use one. Swipe right if
you’re looking for a quiet guy for hearth
and chill. My love language is quality
time so we can go for walks, make a new
set of tools, or just hang by the fire.

neanderthal without a glowing hearth, is simply a denisovan. I also love to spend quality
time with my family and friends, but don’t usually expand from my squad of about 20
homies (my day 1’s). If I have some free time, I will go hunt the meatiest deer or bull I
can find.

5 things I can’t live without:
1. Stone tools, especially my hunting spear.
2. My one of a kind deer hide wrap… it’s designer
3. Neighbors, family, & friends! We do it all together.

4. My cave, I spend at least 6 hours a
night in there getting my beauty rest.
5. You ;)

Message me if you’re interested in comparing
our handaxes. Mine’s flint!

